Welcome to Livewires Newsletter Edition 1
Our aim is to give you different experiences of fellow club members, we always have time
for racing but seldom fit in a good catch up! In our next edition we will giving details of
who does what! training tips, help and advice, please send us your questions or topic
suggestions to us and we will cover them, if we don’t know the answers we will do our
best to find out.
(Sue) mcglinchey88@me.com or (Sam) samjones1967@icloud.com
Well it’s been a year of mixed emotions, as you’re aware we had some ups and downs at the end of last year and early this year, but from then we have
gone from strength to strength, we started with our quest for Crufts qualification with an excellent result for Warriors qualifying at the first attempt at
Nuneaton, leaving the Wizards which was a team including two young and inexperienced pups joining the experienced older dogs to battle it out ,
unfortunately they were unsuccessful after a rubbish draw at Newark and so went off to try again at Cambridge where it finally all came together at the
right time, celebrations and high fives all round.

Huge well done to our

Divisional Winners
Wires Links and Springs
Lead to victory by

Dave Ellis and John Blundell
Captains reports in Edition 2
A new starters point of view
Pickle has always been an independent dog right from 8 weeks old!! So I needed something to help me bond with her more and had a feeling she would love
flyball…
We started our fly ball journey sitting in front of the wood burner having a conversation about contacting a lady called Anne Alcock at Livewires Flyball Club.
Anne had emailed Alex back saying they were holding a competition at Taporley Polo ground and we were welcome to come along and watch. We did, didn't
have a clue what was going on but really enjoyed what we saw!!
Contacting Anne again, off we went up-to Sutton Fields to meet Anne and "have a go" I do remember looking at Alex while lining up with Pickle and mouthing
"OMG" as I had never been around so many barking dogs before. We had fun and tried to attend as many Sunday training days as possible from then on.
Our first competition at Sutton Fields was the turning point for us, as I was amazed at how helpful the other club members were to us and we really felt that
"team spirit" that attracted us to flyball in the first place.
"What a buzz I felt being the first dog to go on the lights which were so new to us all! I can remember watching the lights and then hearing our captain and
supporting members shouting "Go"! Then watching Pickle run down to the box to where Alex was loading... Fab fun." (Debs)
"After a few training sessions ball collecting and watching Pickle, Debs had a word to see if it would be possible for me to learn how to box load. Wasting no
time the lovely Carol Spencer took me under her wing and my box training had begun. I was really nervous at our first Sutton Fields competition because if I got
it wrong I would be letting the starter team down but slowly my confidence and enjoyment won through with the help, guidance and knowledge from my fellow
club mates of whom I am so grateful. With loads still to learn and laughs to be had (many at my expense) I look forward to more training and becoming more
involved with the club and flyball." (Alex)
Our highs so far are watching Pickles ring confidence grow and also the support we get from more experienced
handlers when racing, especially when things aren't quite going to plan!!!

Thank you Livewires

Debs, Alex and Pickle

Thanks for your report Debs and Alex

Handler Report—From Box loader to Crufts
Handler in a few short months!
I began as a boxloader for livewires in summer 2012. As owners of an active 1
year old collie Bryn we were looking for something to keep him amused and
active. My partner Paul ran Bryn and as a bystander I got roped into loading the
box. On our first competition I was so nervous but soon grew in confidence and
enjoyed being part of the team.

A year later we decided to get another dog and found an 11 month old spaniel
cross who needed a new home. I decided to have a try at handling a dog and
Oscar was a dream, so eager to please and appeared to love flyball as much as
Bryn. As the European Champs were imminent in France in July 2014 a shortage
of open dogs travelling to France left an open space for Oscar to join into open earlier than expected, but
proved to be certainly ready for the challenge. We worked well together and enjoyed our Euro experience.

As an ABC ( anything but collie) Oscar was then in demand for the Crufts team competing in March 2015 as 1
of 2 extra dogs in the team " Don't worry" they said, it’ll be a great experience you will be in the arena but
you won't have to compete. When one of the dogs dropped out we became the only spare dog "just enjoy
it" they said, it’ll be a great experience you will be in the arena but still you shouldn't have to compete. We
entered the arena with the other 4 dogs, what a brilliant atmosphere. Oscar and I did our practice run with
the others then settled at the back of the ring ‘for our great experience” not worried about us actually going
to compete just to watch our experienced team. Imagine my shock when Neo set off and became injured in
the run up, and then the realisation that we were no longer a “spare dog” and we had to compete. As an
inexperienced handler I was so worried about letting our top team down but Oscar was a star and we got
through to the last day to compete again. Our success was tainted by Neo's injury, we’re glad that he is back
competing now.

This August saw us compete at the British champs at Catton Hall with Bryn and Oscar in the same team. We
gained a respectable second place in our division.

I still have lots to learn and I'm sure Oscar will continue to improve as a
flyball dog. Not only do we get to spend time outside with our dogs but
we get to stay active and have met such lovely people thus enhancing
our social life.
Both dogs are fed on CSJ CP21 with salmon oil and they both thrive on
it, remaining in peak fitness and condition.
Morale: Don’t believe anyone when they say “Don’t worry” “spare dog”
or “just enjoy it”
Thanks to Lynda for your report.

Running in DIVISON ONE at last!!!!
First time for Cassie at the British Flyball Championships
As we were driving down to Catton Hall for the British Flyball Championships in August
this year I was thinking about the last time I competed with one of my dogs, Gypsy –
now in her 15th year. As a Team Captain since 2006 I have travelled to all the BFA
Championships at several venues and now we were on our way to Catton Hall in
Derbyshire with our young collie Cassie, aged 2, and we are due to compete our first
Championships with ‘Live Wires’ top team.
Over the last 8 years Live Wires have been one of the most successful teams in the UK
and Europe largely competing in Div 1, winning the Championships title 4 times and
also in 2012 British Record holders. This year Cassie, a border collie is the team’s height
dog and keeps jumps much lower (11”) thereby helping the rest of the team to race
quicker. As earlier in the year we lost a few of our previous team dogs Cassie joined the
team at the right time and her progression has been fantastic. Being very quick and
with a superb box turn she ticks all the right boxes.
I have appeared in the Championship ring as Team Captain quite a few times now, but this is my first time in Div 1 as a real
live competitor. So whilst driving down I couldn’t help but wonder how we and the team would get on.
For the top 3 divisions, 2 years ago they changed the format from the norm meaning that the top 18 teams would have time
trials to place teams - according to their times - in one of the top 3 divisions. All other teams in the competition race in a
traditional ‘round robin’ format against all the teams in their group. Live Wires were taking part in the trials on the Friday
and couldn’t have wished for better as we had a dream of a debut. We dropped our time, the best of the year that lifted the
team 3 places higher in the top division, in 3rd place.
Cassie a young dog in the strange surroundings, at first seemed a little ill at ease with hearing the crowd round the ring
cheering and particularly seeing them behind the back of the ring – just not what she is used to but despite that she raced in
every race and did really well to set the team on its way. This meant we had qualified to race a couple of days later, on the
Sunday in a double elimination event. This format means if you are beaten then you get another chance but after a 2 nd losses
the team is out of the competition.
And Live Wires were back, Division 1! The teams we were against were simply the UK’ s elite and 2 or 3 of them even in
the in the lead up to the last round had achieved sub 16 sec times, so we knew we were up against it! Even so we were on top
form so were ready for the challenge and won the 1 st race but then were pitted against the 2nd seeds and though the race was
close, we lost. Next we met another vastly experienced and successful team. A win would have taken us to the quarter finals.
Sad to say, though we started well, and full of confidence it wasn’t to be this time and we were just unable to maintain our
previous standards - in 4 legs we lost the races. Even so the team, only set up this Easter achieved far more than we ever
expected and though disappointed, Live Wires were in Division 1 of the premier event of the year and once again achieved
recognition at the highest stage.
After our early disappointments this year the team have worked very well together and it is really encouraging for the club
and for our other 6 teams. We have high hopes for the future. Cassie and I loved every minute and we’ll be back next year to
try and wrestle the title back.
Now it is almost the end of the summer season of competitions we recently hosted our September show, thanks to CSJ and
Top Life milk for providing prizes and Physio Vet for rosettes for our divisional winners, our own mini Championships with
better prizes!
Cassie, as many of our team dogs is fed day to day CSJ’s healthy food and Top Life milk to keep them fit and active.
Meanwhile Cassie, me and the team in the build up for a new season will enter some indoor shows and in between compete at
Crufts in March under our name Warrington Wizards and Warriors. Next year too we are looking forward to the European
Championships held in the east of the UK. Last time this was held in the UK we became European Champions and are very
much looking forward the occasion!
So there are lots of new experiences yet for Cassie to experience……

Thanks for your report Anne, also a special thank you to you and Geoff for all your support and dedication to Liverwires for
giving us such a fantastic team to be part of and the creation of Livewires some 15 years ago.

